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Welcome to INSUL-DECK
Thank you for considering INSUL-DECK for your next project.
This installation manual includes many construction practices which
are accepted standards for form work world wide, as well as some
that are unique to INSUL-DECK, or used only in specific regions.
While we pride ourselves to have addressed most conditions, means
and methods, we realize that situations may arise, which may not be
described in this manual.
When you encounter such a special condition we invite you to call
us with your questions and comments, and our representatives in
the field as well as the technical support staff in the home office
are ready and eager to provide solutions to any special problems or
questions unique to your project. As always, we encourage you to
read and understand all the chapters of this manual, even if some
sections do not apply to your project.
First and foremost, we strongly recommend that you always consult
with the Engineer of Record and Architect of the project, local
building officials and the chapters of the various codes and standards
referenced in this manual.
A thorough understanding of what you are about to build, combined
with detailed prior planning will be the key to your success. This
installation manual and INSUL-DECK’s commitment to quality and
support are designed to help you achieve that goal.
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1. PRODUCT INFORMATION
1.1. The INSUL-DECK System
INSUL-DECK is a light weight, stay-in-place, concrete form designed
to create reinforced concrete “T-beam and slab” floors, roofs,
tilt-up or pre-cast panels. Invented in Europe in 1978 by Piero
Cretti, INSUL-DECK was created to reduce weight, reduce shoring
requirements and to increase speed and efficiency.
Available throughout Europe, Russia and the Middle East, INSULDECK has been manufactured in the US since 2001 and in Canada
since 2004.
INSUL-DECK is made of expanded polystyrene (EPS) insulation, with
pre-punched, cold-rolled metal profiles molded in to act as shoring
during the construction phase. When the concrete has reached full
strength and the shoring has been removed, the forms stay in place to
function as insulation, while the metal profiles can be used to attach
ceiling or wall finishes.
INSUL-DECK uses a patented manufacturing process (continuous
shape molding) to create an insulated EPS concrete form of varying
thickness, cut to custom length.

INSUL-DECK cross section

roll-forming metal inserts
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In this process EPS beads are pre-expanded with steam to about
half of their final size, and stored in a hopper to stabilize. The prepunched, galvanized metal is rolled flat in coils of up to a half mile
long, weighing around 2000 lbs (909 kg), and stationed on two spools
at the back of the production line. Before insertion into the mold
cavity, it is roll-formed into the rigid Z shape and advances in 8’
(2.43 m) increments, ready to be encapsulated by EPS, while helping
transport the previously molded section forward in the machine. The
mold then is filled with the pre-expanded EPS and steam is applied
to cause the beads to expand again, this time to their full size, fusing
them together, around and through the metal profiles, as well as to
the previously molded section of the panel, which is acting as the
front of the mold. This process is repeated until the desired length is
reached and the panel is cut by a large radial diamond saw.

1.2. Features and Options
INSUL-DECK is available in sizes from 7” (178 mm) to 12.5” (318
mm) tall and always 24” (610 mm) wide overall, weighing less than 2
lbs [0.9 kg] per square foot. The machine is capable of making panels
of any length required. Maximum length is determined by the size of
the truck or container, ie up to 53’.
Each panel has two large round service chases molded in it. They are
4.75” [120 mm] in diameter and can be used to accommodate larger
utilities. The four smaller chases are the result of the proprietary,
patented manufacturing process and can be used for small utilities.
On both sides of the panel there is a 2” (51 mm) thick wing, which
forms the base of the concrete beam pocket, when placed next to
another panel. The only difference in the panels is the physical
height of the EPS itself. All service chases, metal studs, and side
wing dimensions remain the same from panel height to panel height.

cutting to length
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1.3. Technical data
ESTIMATED THERMAL RESISTANCE (R-Value)
PANEL THICKNESS		

WING THICKNESS		

(inches)		

(inches)			

2		

CONCRETE SLAB THICKNESS (INCHES)

3		

4		

5

7		
8		
9		
10		
11		
12		
12.5		

2			
2			
2			
2			
2			
2			
2			

16		
19		
22		
25		
28		
31		
33		

16		
19		
22		
25		
28		
32		
33		

16		
19		
22		
25		
28		
32		
33		

16
19
22
25
28
32
33

ESTIMATED FLOOR WEIGHT IN POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT (PSF)

												
7		
8		
9		
10		
11		
12		
12.5		

2			
2			
2			
2			
2			
2			
2			

57		
59		
61		
63		
65		
68		
69		

69		
71		
73		
75		
78		
80		
81		

81		
83		
85		
87		
89		
92		
93		

93
94
97
100
102
104
105

ESTIMATED INSUL-DECK COVERAGE OF SQUARE FEET PER 1 YD OF CONCRETE

												
7		
8		
9		
10		
11		
12		
12.5		

2			
2			
2			
2			
2			
2			
2			

106		
100		
95		
90		
86		
82		
80		

80		
77		
73		
71		
68		
66		
64		

64		
62		
60		
58		
56		
55		
54		

53
52
51
49
48
47
46

1.4. Hole plugs
Each order comes with the required amount of EPS plugs to cover
the large holes on both ends of the panels, to avoid concrete loss and
prevent the chases from filling up. As they are very light, they should
be stored safely to prevent getting blown away or being lost.

hole plugs

rebar chairs
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1.5. Rebar Chairs
Care must be taken when placing reinforcing bars in INSUL-DECK to
maintain minimum concrete coverage around the steel bars (usually
¾” [19 mm] to 1 ¼” [32 mm]). Reinforcing bar should NEVER be laid
directly on the bottom of the T-Beam pockets. The use of pre-molded
plastic rebar chairs is strongly recommended. INSUL-DECK rebar
chairs are a double design which can hold 2 bars in the beam pockets
and are placed about every 4 feet (1.2 m). They can also be split in
half for single rebar and to support mats in the slab. Consult site
specific engineering specifications in all cases for minimum concrete
coverage.

1.6. Production capacity and shipping range
Currently INSUL-DECK has two manufacturing facilities, one in
Villa Rica, GA and the other in Vancouver, British Columbia. Each
machine can produce about 3200 sf [355 m2] during an 8 hour shift,
resulting in a combined capacity of between 19,000 sf [2,100 m2] and
20,000 sf [6,100 m2] per day.
Normal production time for most orders is 7 to 10 working days.
INSUL-DECK panels are shipped on 53 foot enclosed tractor trailers
to most locations in North America, and by ocean containers
overseas.
1.7. Other Product Names
When INSUL-DECK first started in the US panels were produced
under various private label names such as Panel-Deck, C-Deck,
Reddi-Deck and QUAD-DECK for different ICF companies. Currently
INSUL-DECK and QUAD-DECK are the only brands on the market.
The TILT-DECK name is used for the tilt-up and pre-cast market.
1.8. Manufacturer’s Warranty
INSUL-DECK, LLC. (INSUL-DECK) warrants its insulating concrete
forms to be free from defects in material and workmanship under
normal conditions and use as a forming system for poured concrete.
This warranty applies and is enforceable only if INSUL-DECK’s
insulating concrete forms have been properly engineered, received,
handled, stored, transported and installed. INSUL-DECK’s obligation
under this warranty is limited to replacing, F.O.B at INSUL-DECK’s
point of manufacture, any insulating concrete forms that have been
demonstrated to be defective. The warranty is not effective unless
INSUL-DECK has received written notification of any defects prior to:
(i) the date the insulating concrete forms are used in a construction
project or (ii) 90 days after the date the insulating concrete forms
are delivered to the original purchaser, whichever comes first.
Replacement of the insulating concrete forms in the manner provided
above shall constitute a complete and total fulfillment of all of the
liabilities of INSUL-DECK with respect to the quality of its insulating
concrete forms.
THIS WARRANTY EXPRESSLY EXCLUDES AND IS IN LIEU OF
ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER WRITTEN OR ORAL,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PURPOSE. THE COMPANY
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY FOR
THE LOSS OF USE OF THE PRODUCTS WARRANTED, LOSS
OF TIME, INCONVENIENCES, COMMERCIAL LOSS OR ANY
OTHER INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR INCIDENTAL
DAMAGES AS A RESULT OF THE PRODUCTS OR THE USE OR
SALE THEREOF.
No person, firm, corporation or other entity is authorized to assume
for INSUL-DECK any other liability in connection with the sale of
INSUL-DECK’s insulating concrete forms.
INSULDECK FIELD MANUAL
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1.9. STC rating
INSUL-DECK has an STC rating from 46 to 53 (ASTM-E90),
depending on the thickness of concrete used for the slab and the
type and amount of finish material attached. Copies of reports are
available on request.
1.10. UL723/ASTM E84 - Surface Burning Characteristics of
Building Materials
INSUL-DECK meets requirements for “in-situ” flame spread (>25)
and smoke development (>450) as per UL723/ASTM E84.
Copies of UL reports are available on request.
1.11. ICC Evaluation Service Reports
The current suppliers of the polystyrene beads used to produce
INSUL-DECK panels maintain ESR reports # 1798 and # 2195. These
reports are available from our home office.
1.12. Limited Scope and Application
This manual is written with the assumption that the installer has
basic construction knowledge and a good understanding of the
requirements for suspended slab form work carpentry, bracing,
shoring, concrete placement and finishing methods, as well as the
ability to read and understand plans and build according to the
construction documents. Accordingly, these procedures should
be considered as guidelines only and should be supplemented by
consulting with the EOR (Engineer of Record) or building official.
If help is needed for specific situations or questions in the field, the
installer should contact the INSUL-DECK product engineer or a local
representative. In all cases, an engineered shoring design should be
utilized, and shoring should stay in place until the EOR authorizes
its removal. In the case of multi-story construction, specifications for
re-shoring should be followed exactly.

2. GETTING STARTED
2.1. Preparation and Planning
Advance planning and preparation are among the most important
factors for a successful project. Carefully reading and fully
understanding the plans is essential. Properly estimating materials,
labor, shoring and bracing, anticipating the challenges and
limitations of the building site, clearly understanding the scope and
schedule of the project and all other external factors will produce
better results, eliminate stress and help avoid costly accidents.
On the day the concrete is being placed on the forms and shoring,
everything has to have been done correctly up to this point, there
simply is no room for error, guess work or shortcuts.
A simple 30’ x 30’ [9.1 m x 9.1 m] floor or roof deck can weigh
between 62,000 lbs [28,123 kg] and 95,000 lbs [43,090 kg], depending
on slab thickness and spans between walls and beams, or 28 mt to 43
mt, not counting people and equipment.
8
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Following the design documents, shoring and bracing plans, codes
and safety guidelines is extremely important, and the EOR should
be consulted anytime there are question concerning these important
issues.
2.2. Design Documents and Engineering
Most jurisdictions require a set of plans stamped by an architect or
engineer licensed in the state, regardless of the method or materials
used for construction, even for residential projects, and always for
commercial construction.
INSUL-DECK requires having the structure designed by a structural
engineer with experience in concrete design, even if the local
building department does not, regardless of the project size.
Since the panels provide no structural value, the concrete structure
itself must be designed by the EOR according to national or
international standards, starting with soil conditions, foundations,
pilings and grade beams, walls, and finally, INSUL-DECK floors and
roofs.
Standards used are:
ACI 318-2005
Building Code Requirement for Structural Concrete
ACI 216
Standard Method for Determining Fire resistance
for Concrete and Masonry Construction Assemblies
ACI 347
Guide to Formwork for Concrete
Many residential, and most commercial projects,
require a shoring plan designed by the EOR, or
a qualified shoring engineer and approved by
the EOR, as part of the construction documents. This is especially
important for tall or multi floor structures, where re-shoring may
be needed. INSUL-DECK strongly suggests having a shoring plan
designed and inspected by the EOR or a shoring engineer approved
by the EOR or the local building department.

INSUL-DECK hip roofs

INSUL-DECK offers several complementary engineering services,
such as consulting by phone, e-mail or personal meetings with the
project architects and engineers.
INSUL-DECK does not design or engineer the structure, assume the
role of the EOR or stamp plans.
INSUL-DECK provides technical support, section and connection
CAD details in various formats, estimating guides, span/load
tables and can perform structural calculations for specific panel
spans/loads/conditions, to be reviewed and approved by the
EOR. A network of independent, licensed professional engineers
INSULDECK FIELD MANUAL
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and architects/designers is available in most states and contact
information can be obtained through the home office or sales
representative.
If plans are supplied to INSUL-DECK in CAD format, with the
panel layout/direction and thickness called out, a panel cut list
and estimate can be produced quickly and sent back to the EOR or
architect for review and approval.
Once the supporting walls and beams are designed and dimensioned,
a cut-list can also be produced by the installer, builder, distributor or
INSUL-DECK, and panels ordered and put into production after it is
approved and signed by the customer.
2.3. Panel Layout
A panel layout is a drawing of your project with the panels drawn
in, showing the panel orientation, lengths and quantities. This
will be different for every project. Since the T-beams created by
INSUL-DECK only bear on 2 sides, just like a wood or steel beam,
it is usually best to orient the panels in the shortest span direction.
Other factors to be considered are utilities, stair wells, balconies or
cantilevers.

Insert pic

If a penetration or utility is passing through or located close to one
of the INSUL-DECK beam pocket, the layout may need to be shifted
to the right or left, enough to clear the 5” [12.7 cm] inch wide beam
pocket base. It is a good idea to have the Mechanical/Electrical/
Plumbing trades reviewing the plans prior to ordering panels.
10
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NOTE: It is strongly advised that a “pre-construction meeting” is
scheduled, with all trades present, and with full scale mock-ups
of the INSUL-DECK product available. Trades people are “handson” learners, and a demonstration will answer most questions in
advance. This practice (in about 1 hour) will save having to make
repeated explanations of what needs to be done. This will also allow
each trade to hear the others concerns, and see how their own trade
may be affected.
DO THIS!!!!.......it will save you time and money.
Even after the EOR has produced a panel layout it is important to
know if the panels will be bearing on a solid concrete or hollow CMU
wall, steel beam or structural steel stud surface, resting on an (empty)
ICF form wall, or will be floating inside the walls and beams.
This determines the panel length to be ordered and also affects the
shoring design and layout. Any changes form the drawings must
be approved by the EOR. Field cutting of INSUL-DECK panels is
relatively easy with reciprocating or circular demolition saws of the
right size, however it is easier to have panels pre-cut at the factory.
INSUL-DECK may suggest cutting long panels to maximize truck
space. While splicing panels at butt joints has no affect on the
structural design, it WILL require additional shoring at the cuts, may
need additional anchoring of the metal channels into the concrete,
and should be approved by the EOR.
2.4. Ordering, Freight Quotes and Shipping
Once the signed cut list and payment information have been received
by INSUL-DECK, a truck loading map is created, freight quotes are
obtained and an invoice is sent back to the customer for payment.
2.5. Estimating Materials
Based on a set of plans designed by the EOR panels can be ordered
form INSUL-DECK pre-cut or bulk-cut, to be cut to size in the field.
Most of the time panels are ordered pre-cut, following a cut-list
prepared by the builder/installer, distributor or INSUL-DECK.
Bulk cutting is sometimes chosen to save space in containers for
shipments off-shore, to maximize space.
Hole plugs are included in the shipment at the rate of 4 plugs per
panel.
When panels are cut on the job site, extra plugs may need to be
ordered.
Rebar chairs, for the beam pockets only, are also added to the cut-list
produced by INSUL-DECK, additional chairs for the slab steel or mats
must be ordered as needed, to be included in the shipment.
Concrete amounts needed can be calculated by using the yield tables
provided, as can shoring needs based on weight per sf [m2] and the
shoring plan from the EOR.

INSULDECK FIELD MANUAL
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2.6. Tools and supplies
In addition to the common tools used in formwork carpentry a few
special tools are recommended:
rebar bender and cutter
chop saw or circular saw with metal cutting blades
bolt cutters
tin snips
hammer drill and concrete drill bits
cordless drill and bits
self-tapping, fine thread screws to attach formwork
hand pruning or drywall saw and/or hot knife to cut foam
tie wire and/or rebar ties
wire tie tools (pig tails) and pliers
small and large cable ties
metal strapping
duplex nails, short and long fine thread wood or drywall screws
concrete screws (tap-cons)
chalk and string lines
foam gun, foam adhesive and gun cleaner
crow bar, demolition bar
permanent markers
duct tape
sun glasses and sun screen
tarps and wide straps to secure panels
for cutting panels:
reciprocating saw with long, fine tooth metal blades, or
demolition saw, or beam saw with large 14” [35 cm] minimum
sized blade
2.7. Receiving, unloading and storing panels
Prior planning to receive the shipment and proper handling of the
panels is important to prevent damage to materials, accidents and
personal injury.
When a truck with a 30’ [9.1 m] sleeper tractor, pulling a 53’ [16 m]
trailer arrives on the jobsite or at the warehouse, room is needed to
park, unload and turn around or back up an 80’ [24.5 m] long vehicle.
Watch for power lines, trees, signs, fences, mail boxes, parked
vehicles, soft spots, mud etc. If the jobsite is in the mountains or back
country, reachable only by smaller trucks, a staging/re-loading area
must be available. Trucks held up for long unloading periods may
charge for the extra time while sitting idle.

handling panels
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Panels can be unloaded by hand typically by a crew of 4-5 people.
2 people per panel are needed to carry longer/thicker panels or on
windy days. The truck driver does not assist. Wear gloves and glasses
to protect against cuts and metal shavings. Do not step onto panel
wings in the truck or on the ground, they are fragile and may break
off. Do not lift or carry panels by the wings, carry them by the large
holes, or the bottom edge. If panels are damaged they should be set
aside for later repair and marking of the damaged area, for extra
attention during placement and during the concrete pour.

If panels are mixed between multiple floors, areas or buildings, to
better fill the truck, it is best to separate them on the ground before
storing. Multiple handling may damage the panels. The less often
they are moved or handled, the better.
Make a final count to confirm the invoice/bill of lading amount and
report any discrepancies to INSUL-DECK immediately. If major
damage has happened in transit, take pictures, have the driver sign a
damage report and contact INSUL-DECK.
Panels should be stored on flat ground, on wooden timbers, and
strapped or covered by tarps if not used within a short time. EPS
will develop a yellow, powdery film, if left exposed to UV for longer
periods. This has no effect on the strength of the panels or the
concrete pour, but may have to be cleaned before stucco type finishes
are applied to the ceiling.

3. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
3.1. Wall/beam preparation
To install an INSUL-DECK floor or roof some preparation is needed
before pouring the supporting walls, tie beams and columns). In
most cases the design will call for wall to floor/roof connecting rebar,
as well as rebar splices/dowels for the walls above on multi story
buildings. All rebar must be clean and free from mud, form oil, or
other waste.
Negative moment bars (90 degree angle/corner bars), which should
line up with the top of the panel’s beam pockets, need to be in place
before the wall below is poured, or poured all the way to the top.
Most of the time however, they cannot be inserted or bent down until
the floor panels have been installed. In some situations the walls can
be poured 12” [305 mm] to 18” [457mm] short of the top to allow prebent angle/corner bar installation and finishing the wall pour when
the floors/roofs are cast. When pouring a tie beam on top of masonry
wall, or an independent beam on top of columns, or over a frangible
wall (break-away design for flood surge condition), it may be easiest
to insert all floor connection rebar and other rebar and to pour the
floor/roof and beams below together. (refer to section 3.16.2.)

ICF edge form

When using the wall above as an up-turned beam the transfer angle
bars can be turned up into the upper wall, subject to the EOR’s design
and/or approval.
In this condition, they can simply be tied to the splice bars for the
upper wall (the up-turned beam), provided they line up with the
beam pockets.

off-set roofs

INSULDECK FIELD MANUAL
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3.2. Determining Shoring Height and Floor/Roof Elevation
With a builders or laser level mark a control line around the structure
to be decked. Then measure up to the correct elevation for the top
of the shoring. (Usually equals finished floor height minus slab
thickness and panel thickness, or bottom of INSUL-DECK) and snap
a chalk line. For roofs use the corners of the rooms to measure up,
drawing a roof slope diagram at the control line on the wall and
transferring it up, if needed.

floor step-down

3.3. Setting up the Shoring System
When decking smaller structures with shorter spans, such as saferooms, hallways or basements, the panels are sometimes placed
before the shoring is built. In this case they need to be ordered long
enough to temporarily rest on the walls. If they are ordered or cut to
fit inside the walls, or if the walls are not level at the top, a temporary
metal angle or 2X… lumber should be attached to the top of the wall,
to level and secure the panels before the shoring is finished.
Do not allow people or place heavy loads on top of panels until the
shoring below is installed complete.

scaffold shoring in place

With most large projects, and with longer spans, the shoring system
is usually built or erected complete to the final bearing height, before
the panels are placed on top.

wood shoring and beam bottoms

3.4. Shoring Systems
There are many shoring systems on the market, from simple hand
built double 2X… and 4X… lumber shores, to wooden scissor jacks,
wooden and metal post shores, and many types of stackable metal
frames or towers, connected by X-braces.
Unless a particular system, method or brand has been specified on
the shoring plan the EOR should be consulted as to the choice of the
system.

14
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Listed below are a few web sites for some of the most popular and
readily available systems.
www.canadascaffold.com
www.easternscaffolding.com
www.ellisok.com
www.formwork-exchange.com
www.safway.com
www.universalscaffold.com
www.scaffoldingandshoring.com
www.ssfi.org
www.sciglobal.com
www.wacoscaf.com
3.4.1. Shoring Beams
Unless specified otherwise, straight, undamaged double or triple
2X6 [51 mm x 152 mm] lumber, 4X6 [102 mm x 152 mm] timbers,
aluminum or steel beams should be used for horizontal support on
top of the vertical shores, and must be placed PERPENDICULAR to
the INSUL-DECK panels.
If shorter shoring distances are specified, smaller dimension beams
may be used. Always check with the EOR before making changes in
shoring spacing and support dimensions. (see: example 3.4.2.)

metal post shores

aluminum beam and metal angle

DO NOT USE SINGLE 2X… [102 mm x…] LUMBER OR OTHER
TALL, NARROW PROFILES, AS THEY ARE HIGHLY UNSTABLE.
DO NOT USE LUMBER LAYING FLAT, CHECK WITH THE EOR FOR
THE CORRECT ORIENTATION OF THE SHORING BEAMS.
Screw jacks with U-shaped or J-shaped top plates are recommended
for the tops of shoring frames, post shores or jacks, to securely carry
the shoring beams and keep them from moving or tipping. If only flat
top plates are available, clamps, bolts, screws or welds may need to
be used to secure the beams to the shores.

INSULDECK FIELD MANUAL
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C-clamps securing beam

3.4.2. Shoring Supports
On the bottom, screw jacks with 4X4 [102 mm x 102 mm] or 6X6
[152 mm x 152 mm] base plates are most convenient, especially
when shoring on soft ground. Wooden mud sills or full length planks
must be used for soft soils. Consult with the EOR when shoring on
frozen ground, as the concrete weight may thaw the ground and let
the shoring sink in. Do not use CMU block or brick to raise shoring,
unless sandwiched securely between mud sills or planks and
approved by the EOR.

panels bearing on CMU wall

shoring beams supported whtiin 6” from wall

Use only approved methods of raising shoring off the ground.
Follow the shoring manufacturer’s guideline for tall, multiple tower
shoring, cross bracing and anchoring to adjacent structures.
Unless specified otherwise by the EOR, INSUL-DECK recommends a
shoring grid of no more than 6’ [1.8 m] apart, starting at no more than
6” [152 mm] from a wall or beam.

16
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Example: concrete weight on shoring supports
4’X4’ [1.2 m x 1.2 m] grid, 5” [127 mm] slab
on 12.5” [318 mm] panel (105 lbs/sf [487 kg/m2])
weight = 1680 lbs [762 kg] per post shore/shoring frame leg
6’X6’ [1.8 m x 1.8 m] grid, 5” [127 mm] slab
on 12.5” [318 mm] panel (105 lbs/sf) [487 kg/m2])
weight = 3780 lbs [1714 kg] per post shore/shoring frame leg
3.5. Multi floor shoring
When building a multi story building, shoring or re-shoring of lower
floors may be required as the upper floors are constructed. This must
be specified on the shoring plan and approved/inspected by the EOR
or shoring engineer.
Shoring may be removed in as little as a few days or weeks, but only
with approval of the shoring engineer. Consult with the ready-mix
concrete supplier for a mix design that will achieve early strength
specifications, as well as the called-out lbs/psi (Mpa) design strength.
Usually, shoring can be removed when concrete has achieved 75% of
its called-out strength. Tests of concrete compressive strength may be
required before shoring is reduced or removed.

multi-floor shoring

3.6. Placing Panels
National and local safety guidelines calling for rebar caps, perimeter
or stairwell railings and/or fall protection must be strictly observed,
especially on taller or multi story buildings.
With the bearing walls, beams and shoring system in place the panels
can be laid down, starting at one end of the building and working
across. Shorter/thinner panels can be installed by one person
while for longer panels, or on windy days, 2 people per panel are
recommended.
Align the INSUL-DECK panels so that the tongues line up with
the grooves of the next panel. The panels do not need to be glued
together, although some installers choose to do so to limit movement

placing panels
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and to reduce rain water flow for the floor below. As soon as the
panel is joined to the previous one and rests safely on the shoring, it
can be walked on to install the next one.
Panels placed on a slope should be secured to shoring beams and
walls with suitable screws and large washers. Shoring beams may
need to be ripped on an angle to allow for full contact with the panel
and metal channels and should be toe-screwed to the channels.
When using metal beams, a ripped, full length wooden wedge may
need to be inserted and secured between the beam and to the panels.

DO NOT STEP IN THE BEAM POCKETS. THEY ARE DESIGNED
TO SUPPORT THE REBAR AND CONCRETE BUT NOT THE
WEIGHT OF A PERSON. REPAIR DAMAGED PANEL WINGS
USING GLUE AND PLYWOOD SCREWED TO THE SURROUNDING
FURRING STRIPS. IF A LARGE SECTION NEEDS TO BE REPAIRED,
ADDITIONAL SHORING BELOW MAY BE REQUIRED.
NEVER PLACE A MEMBRANE OVER THE INSUL-DECK PANELS
TO WATER-PROOF THE ROOF. THIS WILL SHAPE THE CONCRETE
INCORRECTLY AND COMPROMISE THE STRENGTH OF THE
FLOOR.

3.7. Crossing over Bearing Walls or Beams
When panels are ordered long enough to cross over multiple bearing
points, the foam may need to be removed entirely across the whole
panel, or in small sections at the wings, the width of the beam
pocket, to let the concrete cast onto the support below for bearing
contact. In this case the bearing support can be used as shoring, since
the metal profiles will remain continuous.
NEVER CROSS A BEARING WALL WITHOUT REMOVING THE
FOAM AT THE FLOOR-TO-WALL CONNECTION POINT. THE
FOAM WILL COMPRESS UNDER WEIGHT OF THE CONCRETE
STRUCTURE, AND THE STRUCTURE WILL BE UNUSEABLE.

foam removed over beam.
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When steel beams are used, many times “Nelson Studs” may be
welded to the top of the beam to anchor into the concrete, and panels
may need to be shifted to line up with these studs and provide
concrete clearance. If the steel beam is designed as a composite beam
(steel beam under tension - concrete above in compression) all foam
and/or metal may have to be cut out to the width specified by the
EOR to achieve composite action.
If a CMU wall calls for a tie beam, or if a free spanning bearing
concrete beam is to be formed in the floor, the metal profiles may
need to be trimmed back to accommodate the beam rebar. In this
case it is easier, and may be required by the EOR, to cut the panel
completely (or order them pre-cut) and shore the ends independently
or have the supported by resting on the edge of the beam form.
For flush concrete beams sheets of plywood can be placed on top of
the shoring and screwed to the INSUL-DECK panels. A layer of foam
may be required to be placed on the plywood to insulate the bottom
of the beam and keep drywall away from the concrete later on. In
this case the foam may need to have inserts sticking out of it to be
embedded into the concrete. Depending on the width and depth, the
beam may need to be shored independently.
stair well with header beams

To form dropped beams plywood and/or 2X… [102 mm x…] lumber
and additional/separate shoring are needed that lower the bottom of
the beam below the base of the INSUL-DECK. This allows any poured
in place beams to be cast monolithically with the INSUL-DECK floor/
roof.
3.8. Openings, Cantilevers, Balconies
Forming large openings in the floor, such as a stairwell, elevator shaft
or a skylight in a roof is just like forming a supporting beam. Most
likely there will be additional/separate concrete beams/headers or
widened beam pockets designed to surround the opening.

cantilered roofs

INSUL-DECK balcony

balcony formed conventionally

Cantilevers or balconies can be formed using INSUL-DECK panels, or
may be specified to be conventional formwork. In most cases these
are formed, shored and poured together with the rest of the floor.
INSULDECK FIELD MANUAL
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3.9. Complex Floors and Roofs
Complex floors/roofs may use multiple panel thickness and/or
different panel orientation. For this condition, paying attention when
installing the shoring system is very important. Changes in elevation
and direction need to be considered before the panels are placed.
Accommodating a change in panel thickness can usually be handled
by the shoring system. When changing floor elevation watch out for
any areas of neighboring panels, which may be open to below, and
would allow concrete to pour out.
3.10. Edge and Roof Overhang Forming
For edge forming the most common method is to use lumber, ICF
panel halves, or sheet EPS insulation.
The outer portion of the ICF will make for a great edge form.
However, it needs to be supported, braced or tied to prevent bulging
when the concrete slab is poured and finished. ICF’s can be tied back
to the wall splice rebar, angle bars or top reinforcement using tie wire
or large plastic zip ties, provided there will be no movement when
the concrete is placed. On masonry walls, plywood is fastened to the
wall, supported by strong-backs or braced from the ground, or tied to
the rebar same as an ICF outer panel section.
VBuck offers a single and double “Yoke and Tie Whaler” system
especially designed for edge forming with ICF’s or sheet foam. This is
a quick and secure method on multi story buildings where working
outside the wall is difficult, if not impossible. Check for details on
www.vbuck.com or with your VBUCK distributor.
Some other ICF systems use similar methods, some use cut-in-half
forms, others use panels halves and modified inserts.
shed roof edge form

Roof overhangs can be accomplished by extending the INSUL-DECK
beyond the walls and using a narrow poured edge or soffit beam, or
casting in place an anchored 2X… [102 mm X…] PT lumber soffit
or drip edge. The design may call for a conventionally formed slab
overhang (like a balcony slab), which needs to be shored to the
ground or to the wall below, according to the shoring plan.

overhang edge form

balcony edge form
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saw-cut deck edge

3.11. Pier and Piling Systems.
In coastal areas elevated slabs resting on piers, driven wood or precast concrete piles as well as auger-cast systems (usually connected
by grade beams at ground level, with poured columns extending
upward) are very popular and represent a large portion of the
INSUL-DECK business. Recent hurricanes have proven these types of
designs to be highly resistant to wind and storm surge condition, in
protecting the structure above against uplift forces, while providing
excellent insulation properties.

elevated floor deck

When the beams connecting the vertical pilings or columns are
formed and poured monolithically with an INSUL-DECK floor,
connected upwards by a poured concrete wall and an INSUL-DECK
roof, the resulting structure will be stronger then other known
construction method and virtually damage proof.
3.12. Penetrations, Block outs, Sleeves, Inserts
Utilities and items that need to pass through the floor from one level
to the next must be placed in the slab portion of the INSUL-DECK
panel. It is usually better to install these penetrations prior to placing
the rebar, as they may need to be surrounded by extra rebar to help
control cracking of the concrete in that area.
Penetrations should never be located in the concrete beam pocket
(wings).They should be located in the thick section of the panel.
A penetration that is located in the beam pocket needs to be removed
and relocated into the thick portion of the formwork, or the area has
to be treated like a large opening surrounded by a frame of concrete
beams. Consult with the EOR for such field conditions.

plumbing vent stack

Utilities which are not blocked, sleeved or installed prior to the
concrete pour may require core drilling/chipping from the bottom
up to avoid the risk of cutting through the beam pocket and
compromising the strength of the structure.
Inserts, threaded rods, anchor bolts etc. for heavy objects hung from
the ceiling should be installed now, to be poured into the concrete
later.

electrical conduit stubs
INSULDECK FIELD MANUAL
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3.13. Repairing Panels, Piecing, Splicing
Damaged panels (usually broken wings) need to be glued together
and supported by plywood, extra shoring etc.
Shorter sections of the same thickness can be butt-joined and glued
together to form a longer panel, but may need to be supported in their
entirety by plywood and extra shoring, as needed.
3.14. Cross-Ribs, Thickened Sections
These are integral transverse beams, perpendicular to the direction of
the panels, which may be designed or specified for special areas such
as flood, hurricane, tornado or earth-quake regions. They may be
specified on longer spans, and may be multiple design per span.

damaged section

A cross-rib is similar to cross-bracing or x-bracing used on framed
floors, which braces the floor against lateral loads.
The EPS foam may have to be removed from the top of the panel
to a certain width and depth with a hot wire bow cutter, to form a
lateral beam in the floor, and may be reinforced by additional rebar.
Self tapping screws/bolts may be specified to be screwed into the
top of the metal furring strips, with the heads sticking out, to be cast
into the concrete. This will provide a positive connection between
the metal strips (which may support drywall underneath) and the
concrete structure in the event of fire.

repaired section

hot-wire cutting cross rib

A thickened section may be specified to counter balance the weight
of a cantilever or balcony and to accommodate additional or z-shaped
cantilever rebar for stepped down conditions (water stops). The
plans may specify a section of the EPS to be removed from the top
of the panel to a certain depth, to thicken the slab. This may require
additional shoring of the panels in this area to carry the extra weight.
Thickened sections in the slab may also be required to accommodate
fire stop methods/collars etc. between floors
thickened beam section
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3.15. Building Thicker Panels.
INSUL-DECK is manufactured in thicknesses ranging from 7” [178
mm] to 12.5” [318 mm] in order to create shallower or taller T-beams.
The design of a project sometimes will require the thickness to be
larger than that of a 12.5” [318 mm] panel. For higher loads and
longer spans the cross section depth of the T-Beam may need to be
increased, specifically, the height of the T-Beam from the top of the
slab to the bottom of the beam pocket.
This can be accomplished by adding top caps of EPS, hot-wire shape
cut by a local EPS supplier. The EPS used must meet ANSI/UL 723 or
ASTM E84 requirements for flame spread and smoke development.
CAD details of the profile needed are available form INSUL-DECK.

top caps

Another accepted method is to add 17.25” wide sheet eps material,
in the thickness needed, to the top of the panels. Top caps as well
as sheet material must be glued down to avoid floating during the
concrete pour.
3.16. Reinforcing Types and Methods
There are several methods of reinforcing available, with the first two
performed on the job site.
The first is conventional rebar of varying grades and thickness (also
called mild steel), and by far, the most common.
The second method is post-tensioning, which reduces or eliminates
conventional rebar, and utilizes cable strands installed before the
pour and post-tensioned by a specialist with hydraulic rams, once
the concrete has reached certain strength.
The third method is called pre-stressing. This is usually performed
under plant controlled conditions, is very similar to post-tensioning
and used for pre-cast panels, beams, pilings etc.
3.16.1. Rebar chairs
These molded plastic saddles hold the rebar up off of the formwork.
In order for the structure to perform at full strength the concrete
must surround and encapsulate the rebar that is placed in it. For
protected concrete (such as INSUL-DECK provides) the rebar chairs
must be at least ¾” [19 mm], or as the engineer has specified, and be
placed in such a manner that they support the rebar and maintain the
minimum spacing off the formwork during and after the pour.
On the INSUL-DECK cut-list a column calculates the rebar chairs
needed for the beam pockets and 10% is added to the total. This
quantity assumes one double rebar chair as one unit. It only counts
the rebar chairs in the beam pockets. The chairs used in the slab
on top may need to be taller and will be controlled by the slab
reinforcing to be used, and should be called out on the plans.

plastic rebar chair
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3.16.2. Rebar Installation
engineering practice calls for reinforcing steel to be placed into the
tension areas of concrete to compensate for concrete’s low tensile
strength. INSUL-DECK produces reinforced concrete T-beams.
INSUL-DECK is only shaping the concrete (the “compressive”
element); it is the cross-section and the reinforcement (the “tension”
element) that together are providing the strength.
Rebar works by developing friction in the concrete, using its cold
deformed, ribbed profile. The length of a piece of rebar is dictated
by the length of the tension zone requiring the rebar, plus a certain
length to create enough friction to do its job. This extra length on
each side of the tension zone is called the development length. Its
sole purpose is to make sure the rebar in the tensile area is at full
strength and won’t slip due to lack of friction.
Rebar at the bottom of the beam pocket is called bottom reinforcing.
This is the rebar which is resisting the tension loads of the beam.
It must extend into the bearing walls or beams as specified on the
plans.

negative moment bars

Rebar at the top of the beam pocket is called negative moment
reinforcing. This is required for areas of the floors/roofs where the
tension loads are reversed (wall to floor connection or multiple span
conditions). This rebar will likely be located at or near the center of
the slab portion of the concrete and line up with the beam pockets on
two sides of the slab and over multiple spans. It is not uncommon for
this rebar to be shorter, but thicker than the bottom steel. This may be
due to higher loads generated in this area.
Connection rebar is used to tie the concrete floor to its supporting
walls or beams. This rebar will generally extend into the slab portion
of the floor and then into the center of the wall or beam with a 90
degree bend. For sloped roofs, the angle of the wall to the roof will be
followed.
Slab reinforcement can be welded wire fabric of various size, or
smaller diameter rebar, tied in a grid at 90 degree angle.
Shear reinforcing are vertical bars placed into the T-beam, usually
in the end zone. This can be designed as S or C shaped hooks, or
conventional hoops turned sideways, or continuous zig-zag shaped,
galloping stirrups. In essence, wherever the reinforcing steel is
placed is where the engineer believes the concrete will be put into
tension and may crack.

tied #3 rebar mat

Rebar splices are needed when reinforcement is not long enough to
cover the length needed. In this case splices are used to turn multiple
pieces of rebar into one big piece.
One option is welding the rebar together, following the EOR’s specs
for splicing the rebar. This may involve setting up a welding area
away from the panels or protecting INSUL-DECK against the molten
metal and sparks.
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Please note that freshly welded steel will be extremely hot and
should not be touched until cooled.
Another accepted method to make rebar longer is to use a mechanical
splice. This may be a clamp or device that physically connects the
two pieces of rebar together making them one.
The most widely used method is to lap the bars. This means the
development length (overlap) of the rebar must be specified by the
EOR or code.

lapped rebar splices

3.17. Installing Utilities, Floor Heating Systems
Radiant floor heating systems are very popular and highly effective
in conjunction with INSUL-DECK floors, as the panels provide
insulation. They are usually installed before the concrete is poured,
before or after the rebar is placed. When using these systems the
manufacturers warranty information and installation procedures
must be followed. Some have certain placement requirements
that must be met to keep the warranty valid, such as placing the
radiant tubes in the center of the slab. Others will allow radiant tube
placement directly onto the formwork.

radiant heating

Plumbing and HVAC pipes, as well as and electrical conduits can
easily be placed under or above the slab reinforcement, as per local
codes. Penetrations or sleeves to the area below should be installed
at this time also, even if the utilities are later run in the panel foam
itself.
3.18. Clean-Up and Final Inspection
Forms must be free of debris, ice, tools or other obstructions which
could affect concrete placement, flow, consolidation or finishing.
Check for proper rebar clearance, string-line and check perimeter
forms. All hole-plugs should now be installed, if they have not
been prior. If rain water has been present for a longer period and
temperatures drop to freezing levels, water in the panel chases
should be drained, or blown out before hole-plug installation.
INSPECT THE SHORING ONE LAST TIME AND ADJUST IF
NEEDED, BEFORE CALLING FOR INSPECTION BY THE EOR AND/
OR BUILDING DEPARTMENT. NOW IS THE TIME TO FINE-TUNE
THE JOB.

radiant heating
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3.19. Concrete specifications and placing methods.
Because INSUL-DECK requires far less shoring than conventional
systems, local placement and finishing crews who have never worked
with INSUL-DECK should be thoroughly briefed prior to working
on the deck. (see 2.3 above). They may need reassurance that the
product is perfectly safe, and that engineered shoring specifications
have been followed. Placement techniques, such as filling and
vibrating the T-Beams first, should be reviewed, and a pour plan
formulated. A sample of INSUL-DECK can be set up to span across
two supporting blocks up to 6’ (1.8 m) apart, so the crew can stand
on it and feel its strength. After the first few yards are placed, work
always seems to proceed at a normal pace and apprehensions vanish
quickly.
The EOR should have or will have specified the design mix and
slump, and may require cylinders to be filled for later testing.
Aggregate size should be no larger than ½” [13 mm] to ensure
sufficient cover around the bottom reinforcement. On larger or
commercial projects slump tests and cylinder testing is usually
standard procedure and protects the installer, contractor and
engineer for liability related to improper concrete mix.
Concrete is placed mostly by using a trailer or boom pump, as these
offer the best speed, control and consistent delivery.
When using a boom pump concrete should be pumped onto the
thick section of the panels and allowed to flow down into the beam
pockets. Pumping directly into the pocket may damage the wings,
when too much concrete is delivered at one time, or when the
boom is extended up high. Use elbows or a reducer hose to slow the
delivery speed and keep the hose end close to the panels.
NOTE: The unique T-Beam design of an INSUL-DECK structure may
not be familiar to many placement/finishing crews. The thinner
slab section of the structure may seem inadequate to them, and they
may arbitrarily pour a thicker slab section. This practice will add
considerable weight to the slab element, and violate the engineered
design of the original structure. Field modifications of this kind
should never be made.

2” trailer line pump

5” boom pump
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DO NOT PLACE LARGE AMOUNTS OF CONCRETE IN ONE SPOT,
MOVE THE HOSE OR SHUT THE PUMP DOWN IF ANY DELAYS
OCCUR IN SPREADING OR SCREEDING. WHEN USING A BUCKET
OR CONVEYOR BELT NEVER ACCUMULATE MOUNDS OF
CONCRETE IN ONE AREA.
It is VERY important to instruct the finishers NOT to step into
the beam pockets, which are no longer visible, once covered with
concrete.

pouring ICF wall from roof

screeding floor

A spotter should be watching the pour and shoring below, from a
safe place, but never directly beneath the floor/roof being poured. If
a repair or adjustment needs to be made on the form work during the
pour, stop the pour, verify the safety of the shoring below, make the
repair safely and quickly, and get the people out from underneath as
soon as possible, before resuming pumping.

screeding roof

Concrete should be vibrated, but not over-vibrated, to ensure good
flow and coverage of the reinforcing steel. In areas where multiple
or thick bars are used, this will be of great importance to get good
consolidation.
NOTE: Use of plasticizing agents in the concrete mix is
recommended. Use of additional water to increase slump is
discouraged, as it will negatively affect the water/cement ratio, and
the ultimate strength of the concrete. If concrete slump becomes too
low, re-dose the mix in the truck with additional plasticizer until the
desired slump is reached.

hand-finishing 4/12 pitch roof

Concrete can bee finished smooth, textured or stamped with
conventional methods. On sloped roofs, a secondary over-pour may
be needed to achieve the desired finish, if stamping or texturing are
impractical during the initial pour. In this case a rough surface finish
may be advantageous to ensure adhesion of the over-pour.
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3.20. Shoring Removal, Re-Shoring
When the concrete has reached the desired strength (typically 75%
of the called out strength specified by the EOR), shoring may be
removed, unless required to remain longer to support multiple floors.
Consult with the EOR and the local ready-mix concrete supplier for
a mix design that will achieve a sufficient early strength in the time
span desired. Depending on the scope of the project, re-shoring of
lower floors may be required and will need to be in place before the
regular shoring is removed. The procedure and amount needed for reshoring should be described in the shoring plan and inspected by the
EOR before upper floors are poured.
When removing shoring start with the center rows and work towards
the walls/beams, following shoring manufactures guidelines for
disassembly.
As concrete floors deflect when shoring is removed, and deflection
will be deepest in the center and less at the side of the span, shoring
in the center may be harder to remove, when the side rows are
removed first.
3.21. Utilities and Finishes Installation
Once the concrete is cured the INSUL-DECK forms have served their
purpose as forming units. They are now the best insulation on the
market for any type of building.
The 22 gauge metal profiles can now be used as furring strips to
attach drywall, stucco or any other finish, with fine thread selftapping metal or drywall screws. Recessed ceiling lighting can be
installed between the joists using insulation rated boxes. These can
be attached to the furring strips or to the concrete itself. To install a
wood ceiling, wooden furring may need to be attached to the metal
furring strips, to allow finish nailing methods. Dropped, coffered or
cathedral ceilings can easily be framed down using light gauge metal
studs attached to the furring strips.

wood furring added

Electrical wires can be run in the small or large chases, as can
plumbing or other utilities, subject to local codes and standards.
Electrical, Plumbing, and HVAC trades should be instructed that
removing the foam is not detrimental for the structure, and can be
done as needed.

metal framing

interior metal framing
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HVAC ducts can be run between the beams and all EPS can be
removed if needed. Heavy objects may need to be attached directly
into the concrete beams or slabs with concrete fasteners, unless
inserts have been embedded during the concrete pour.
If core drilling or chipping are needed it must be done from below,
after the foam has been removed, and can only be done in the slab
portion of the floor/roof. If a small pilot hole is drilled from below, to
mark the center of the larger hole, the large one can be drilled from
the top.
NEVER MAKE MODIFICATIONS TO THE STRUCTURE THAT WILL
CUT INTO A T-BEAM.

A special thanks ...
To the QUAD-LOCK and QUAD-DECK team, and many other ICF
companies and distributors for providing pictures of INSUL-DECK
projects in progress, and for contributing editorially to this manual.
Copyright INSUL-DECK, LLC.
www.insul-deck.org
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